CHAPTER 1:

SELF CARE
At some points in this booklet, and at some points in your life, you might get stuck. You will need time to recharge, to feel good, to rebuild confidence in yourself. In other words, you will need to practice self-care.

How do you take care of yourself when you're stuck?

Let’s look at an extreme scenario: you are travelling far, far away... So far in fact that you have left the Earth – and now you’re stuck in space. Right, that’s called being an astronaut. Let’s give it a try.

Listening to astronauts, we find out that to beat boredom, they often talk about celebration, of spending time together over food, as a way of making their time in space more exciting. You need frequent moments to celebrate - or at least to recharge - by granting yourself special time to make you feel good: some people like to have a great discussion with a friend, others like to listen to music alone, to share a great movie with their siblings, or to party and dance... It’s up to you, so long as it’s fun (and doesn’t hurt anyone).

Astronauts also stress that we are here for the long haul.

So pace yourself, and most of all ensure you have good nights of sleep. (Have you noticed how everything can suddenly feel incredibly difficult when you’re tired?) Enjoy nature, take some time out.

Make sure you are moving or exercising every day, whether it is a simple walk around your home or an intense and sweaty workout. Keep a diary. Take time to connect with others... look for whatever it is that works for you.

In the three following activities, we suggest that you build your own tools, so that you’ll know what to do when you’re feeling stuck. Enjoy making the tools and enjoy using them whenever you need them on your journey.
SELF CARE LIST

Astronauts mention they sustain their motivation by spending time enjoying their favourite hobbies. What do you do when you want to take care of yourself? Below you will find a list of possible activities. Circle the activities that make you feel better, and add the missing ones that you use to take care of yourself.

- Listen to music
- Go on a hike
- Run for a long distance
- Go cycling
- Daydream
- Write a story
- Spend time in nature
- Enjoy your memories, remembering events and people
- Clean the room
- Sing your favourite songs
- Dance to your favourite music
- Cook or bake something
- Watch a movie
- Enjoy gardening
- Read a book
- Play a board game
- Do martial arts
- Play a video game
- Play an instrument
- Play a sport
- Write in a personal journal
- Tinker

While reading this booklet or doing the activities, whenever you need to recharge yourself, take a moment to do one activity (or several ones!) from your self-care list. Yes, you can do it right now!

Before astronauts embark on their mission, many go to their favourite places and record sounds to take with them into space. Sounds of the sea, the forest or simply the rain. Distant conversations coming out of their favourite bar, the voice of a parent, the babbling of their child. If you had to leave for a year-long space mission, which sounds would you want to take with you? Let’s go and record them. Any recording device is fine, or use your brain instead, by listening actively to the sounds so you will be able to remember them. Keep these sounds with you for the next few weeks and beyond. Whenever you feel like an astronaut cut from the spaceship, listen to your sounds, and you’ll remember which planet you come from.

What did you record?
Space scientists have been studying the effect of isolation for decades. They found that writing a journal can be incredibly helpful. Well, if it works for astronauts, it should work for you as well!

Use a notebook or a computer, and decide that from today on, you will spend five minutes writing every single day. Decide now when you will do it: every morning after waking up? Right after school? Or in the evening, just before going to sleep? The choice is yours, but ensure that you write five minutes a day. If you’re unsure what to write, the questions below might help:

### Emotions
What did you feel today? What were your hopes, your fears, your joys, your sorrows?

### Events
What happened? What did you achieve, and what did you fail at? Which events did you feel were important during the day?

It will take some time to build the habit and the skill. Don’t judge your own writing: no one will care if it’s good or bad, the journal is for your eyes only. If you ever feel lost, you may also read the pages you have written on previous days to reconnect with who you are and with what you feel. Be faithful to your journal, and you can be sure the journal will be faithful to you.

Extra resources: There are plenty of self-care resources online: you can explore the great advice and videos from Kids Help Line in Australia.

Questions
What have you been curious about? What questions did you ask yourself? What has surprised you? Did something new spark your interest?